
Where do the cryptic directions lead to? Follow the instructions on the note. 
How could Penny's story continue? Think of an exciting, creepy or funny ending!
• Be creative and send us your ending via email to 
  community@panfu.com. Don't forget to include your Panda name! 
• The ending can be a maximum of 6 sentences in length.
• The best three storytellers get to publish their own post on the Panfu Blog!! 

Good Luck and...

I felt like I was in a bad dream. I still shored up all my courage and with my 
heart beating fast, followed the instructions step by step. I knocked on the door 
and in a shaky voice, said "Bing Bang Boohh". Suddenly...

Go to the mountain that spits fire. Once there, follow the sign post to 
the house with the stone towers. Then go left behind the iron Panda 
and cross the water. Pick the bigger door. You will get to a room in 
which the clock chimes three o'clock - night and day. Knock on the big 
gate three times and speak the words "Bing Bang Boohh".

Dear Diary,

I experienced something spooky yesterday. I still haven't quite recovered from the I experienced something spooky yesterday. I still haven't quite recovered from the 
shock. It all started out quite harmless: I went to the Eerie Forest and fed the 
unicorn. This time, the forest seemed even more creepy to me than usual. A fat 
spider sat on a tree, staring at me with her black eyes. From the tree root, 
mysterious lights were flashing. Suddenly, a huge shadow creature that didn't look 
at all like a Panda walked across the forest. A moment later, I heard a loud 
scream: "AAAAAHHHHHH!" A shiver ran down my spine. "Get out of here!" was 
all I could think. I ran as fast as I could, but then stumbled over a root. BAM!! I all I could think. I ran as fast as I could, but then stumbled over a root. BAM!! I 
fell right onto my nose. Just when I was getting up again, a bat came flying 
from the forest. In its mouth, it was carrying a bit of white paper that it dropped 
right above me. My hands were shaking like mad while I read the note. Cryptic di-
rections were written on it in fresh red ink. 


